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by Robert Joshua Steele
Abstract
In this paper, we present solutions concerning communications resource
allocation for tactical communication networking. Given a mission definition (which
defines communication needs among participants) and participant capabilities (such as
processing power and bandwidth), algorithms are presented to determine if the mission as
presented is feasible.
The mathematical foundation of the problem is presented, and a “static” model to
determine feasibility is shown. Further evolution of the algorithm into a “dynamic”
model and the reasons for the more demanding requirements are presented. Reasoning
behind use of the Netflo algorithm in the dynamic model is also discussed.
The inclusion of the algorithm in a stand-alone program is discussed, including
overall program structure, graphical user interface components and alternative output
(such as the generation of high level network policy). Finally, future work in this area is
discussed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The success of any military operation is rooted in planning and preparation;
current ideologies even go so far as quoting the mantra “Train as you fight, fight as you
train”, meaning that planning designed in training exercises should closely (if not,
exactly) mirror actual engagement strategies. Therefore, the responsibility for assessing
the resources needed to accomplish a given mission needs to precede the initiation of the
mission. Moreover, response to potential changes and adjustments made in situ must be
possible as the mission is performed. A vital part of resource determination for mission
success is the communications among the participants in the operation. This paper
describes research conducted as part of the NAVCIITI 1 project to provide the underlying
algorithms to determine if communication resource allocation for a given scenario is
feasible.
Given the descriptions of the platforms involved (communications capabilities,
location, arrival/departure times), along with a decomposition of mission requirements
(usually some flavor of low- level inter-platform message s), at a minimum, the feasibility
of communications resource allocation to meet requirements can be determined. Even
though communications represent but one necessary class of resources, this class is
extremely important to the success of the mission. The work here and from other sources
[NANCE01b] allows a prototype to be developed that might be applied to other areas of
resource allocation.
Background efforts in communications interoperability as part of the Virtual
Operations Network (VON) [NANCE01b] set the context for the Virginia Tech Systems
Research Center (VTSRC) to transition the focus to deal with general Navy C4 I needs in
the area of Joint Task Force Communications [NANCE02]. Included in the objectives of
this research is to lay the groundwork for optimization and decision support, in addition
to the issue of feasibility.
A key aspect of this transition is a shift in netwo rking paradigm from one that
currently is primarily point-to-point (P2P) to one that in the future is likely to rely on
services similar to those provided by the Internet. With the advent of the Internet and the
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surge in popularity of packet-based network communications, a natural desire for military
communications is to follow suit in designing the network infrastructures. The work
presented here is intended to provide a stepping stone in the transition from a P2P style
communications network to one that is more Internet Protocol- like (IP-based) in its
architecture. Eventually, this work (and that which follows) can assist in the evaluation
of projected improvements or penalties affected by IP-based service.
The thesis is organized as follows: the remainder of Chapter 1 presents the focus
area of this research, related work in this area, and the motivation of the military in
pursuing such a transition in communication services. Chapter 2 discusses two
algorithms designed to determine communication feasibility. Chapter 3 presents a
communications evaluator program that encapsulates the aforementioned algorithms,
including various interface components to help visualize the data. Chapter 4 addresses
the possibility of determining high- level network policy from communication
requirements. Chapter 5 discusses future work in this area, including how this work can
be used as an initial step toward a “Tactical Communication Network over IP (TCN/IP)”,
which is a variation of the well known TCP/IP configuration applied to a tactical
network.

A) Background
Determining basic resource feasibility is straightforward. If the consumers (in
this case, the messages) exceed the capabilities of the providers (in this case, the
bandwidth of the connections between nodes), then the use of those resources is feasible.
If not, the scenario is infeasible. A mathematical representation of basic resource
feasibility is shown in the top of Figure 1.1 [NANCE01c] below.

B) Related work
Efforts of the Systems Research Center at Virginia Tech in the area of Virtual
Operations Networks (VON) is described in two technical reports [NANCE01b]
[MCPH01]. The focus in [NANCE01b] is on identifying the requirements for a
communications resource feasibility algorithm with regards to mission planning as part of
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{Bij − Rij ≥ τ ij ∀ i, j ∩ Pij − S ij ≥ εij ∀ i, j }
B = Bandwidth Available
R = Bandwidth Required
P = Processing Speed Available S = Processing Speed Required
τ and ε are designated slack parameters

{Bijk − Rijk ≥ τijk ∩ Pijk − S ijk ≥ εijk ∀i , j , k = 0,1....n}
for all k time epochs

Figure 1.1. Mathematical Resource Allocation Representation

the VON project. Such requirements include identification of mission activities, the
extraction of participants and resources from those activities, and the generation of
MIERs (Message Information Exchange Requirement) as the items to be communicated
over the network. Requirements for feasibility are also discussed, and an algorithm
expressing those requirements is produced. This algorithm presents a static
characterization, requiring full knowledge of the participant, message and channel
capabilities prior to an evaluation.
In [MCPH01], development of the necessary message format required for such
feasibility determination is discussed.

An attempt to extract the necessary information

from a VON database demonstrates that the lowest level of granularity present in the
database provides insufficiently detailed data for the feasibility determination. A
message format is advanced, the MIER (Message Information Exchange Requirement ),
to meet the detailed requirements to determine the feasibility of the communications
scenario in a VON-style network. The VON database is just one possible resource for the
high level mission orders needed to determine the low level messages; but regardless of
which high level resource is used, the granularity of the MIER proves sufficient to satisfy
the VON feasibility algorithm requirements.
The research by Kennington et al. [KENN96] in the area of network feasibility
and optimization on Netflo is deemed more appropriate for a representation of changes in
communications capability and requirements. The Netflo algorithm reads in a set of
nodes (and their source/sink requirements) and arcs (and their capacity bounds, costs, and
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the nodes they connect), and provides an optimized flow based on a choice of a
primal/dual optimization algorithm. Changes to the input data can be performed with
ease, allowing a much more dynamic, “real-time” system capability. Such real time
change capability is paramount in a dynamic environment indicative of Naval missions.
Netflo also has the capability to treat nodes as routers; these are nodes whose sole
purpose is to pass along information, functioning neither as an originator or a final
destination for messages.
Determination of high level network infrastructure policy from communications
requirements is currently being examined by the NAVCIITI Task 3.1 team, in
conjunction with the work being done here. The requirements for message traversal
impact heavily on network level requirements such as quality of service (QoS), routing
algorithms, and use of differentiated services, among others. Conversely, the limitations
of the available network directly affect the types of messages that can be sent. This tight
coupling makes collaboration between the groups a necessity. Other work in this area is
represented in [VERG00] and [WATR01]. In [WATR01], mappings are discussed
between system availability requirements and security policy technology. In [VERG00]
the authors discuss Tactical Communication Network management, and introduce the
possibility of applying mechanisms such as differentiated services (to enable packet
prioritization) and QoS (Quality of Service) in a tactical network.
Finally, work in the area of differentiated services is represented in [NWG98 and
NWG01]. A differentiated services network protocol appears to offer a level or
prioritization among message s, which is considered a requirement for an IP-style military
network [VERG00]. The strongest contribution from this style of network is the ability
to prioritize packets (hence the name “differentiated”), something that regular IP-based
networks do not allow. Suggestions on how architectures like this might be used in a
tactical network are discussed in the future work section.

C) Motivation
Efforts in the VON research [NANCE01b] deal with a network based on a pointto-point (P2P), fully connected architecture, transmitting over channels such as VHF,
SATCOM and Link-16 (an encrypted protocol). Current Navy task direction is shifting,
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however, towards a more general C4 I infrastructure that ideally may evolve to an IP- like
network structure. Several of the reasons can be identified for a transition to the IP-like
services.
First, the current P2P structure requires that single link (full) connectivity exist
between all pairs of nodes that wish to communicate with one another. This
configuration precludes the relay services that are enabled by most recent advances in
high altitude and satellite communications. Future communication topologies and
practices must exploit these capabilities.
Second, the size of mission orders (such as the ATO, or Air Tasking Orders),
from which messaging requirements are generated, is becoming too large to deliver by
hand. The constraints of size make it difficult to deliver over a P2P network, due to the
bandwidth limitations.
The two problems above suggest the need for something like an IP-based
network, which is by its nature connectionless. This would allow for OTH delivery of
messages, using intermediate platforms as routers to send the message to its destination.
This architecture also helps to overcome the bandwidth constraints that are inherent to a
P2P architecture.
However, utilizing a “pure” IP-based network has its disadvantages. The current
internet protocol (TCP/IP) offers no hard time guarantees concerning the delivery of the
packets (however, the protocol is very diligent in the delivery of those packets,
continuing to do so until instructed to stop). This becomes a serious limitation when
delivering time-sensitive messages, which are a necessity in military operations. IPbased networks also by default do not have the ability to prioritize packets. To do so
requires the use of something like differentiated services. Without packet priority
“general” network traffic, for example, could preempt a priority message from a fleet
commander. Enhancement of the TCP/IP methodology however is possible [VERG00],
and those possibilities are discussed in the context of this research.
Communications resource allocation poses only one level of difficulty in an initial
determination of feasibility: given the requirements for messages transfer among nodes
and the capabilities in channels and bandwidth provided by the network, satisfaction of
the requirements must be determined. A second level of difficulty arises in the
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consideration of changes that may occur in the course of a mission. Nodes and channels
may become unavailable according to plan, or possibly due to unanticipated
circumstances. Mission requirements might be altered. This further complexity is
addressed by viewing the needs for dynamic decision support during the course of a
mission.

6

Chapter 2: Problem Statement and Approach
This thesis focuses on a specific subset of communications resource allocation
and feasibility research. The work here is applicable to a general Tactical
Communications Network (TCN), and examples are presented following ideas advanced
in an early program description of Naval Battleforce Networking.

A) Problem s tatement
The purpose of this research is to provide a proper stepping stone for the
transition from the VON approach to communications resource allocation [NANCE01b]
to one that may eventually become an IP- like resource allocation scheme and network
architecture. Characteristics such as over-the-horizon communication, router-like
behavior, real-time data adjustment, ease of use and flexibility are of high importance.

B) Problem approach

The problem statement above focuses on a subset of general communications
resource allocation (CRA), and is not as straightforward as the ideal situation represented
in the top portion of Figure 1.1. For example, a mission may cover a long period of time,
and subsequently may be broken down into a series of “time epochs” representing fixed
indices in time (for example, there could be 24 1-hour epochs in a day of the mission).
This implies that the feasibility must be determined for every epoch evaluated; if
bandwid th capability is insufficient in one epoch, infeasibility is determined for the entire
mission (a mathematical representation is shown in the bottom of Figure 1.1).
Network architecture is also modified from the VON style network. The VON
network is fully bipartite; the TCN network may eventually resemble an Internet Protocol
(IP) style network. IP-style networks are “connectionless”, not requiring a direct
connection to the receiving nodes; instead, other nodes act as routers, or relays, to enable
to message to reach its destination.

7
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Platforms in this scenario may be assigned one or more “roles”; this implies that
each role-platform pair must be considered to be a node in the overall network (see
Figure 2.1b, below). Platforms can disappear, and the n reappear over the course of a
mission, which means that the nodal representations disappear and reappear as well.
Finally, in order to emulate an IP-style network, nodes may be transshipment, or relay
nodes; such nodes are those that have an amount of information coming into the node
equal to that of the amount of information leaving it. A relay node is neither an original
initiator or an ultimate receiver during that time epoch (relay nodes are analogous to
routers).
For a given epoch (seen in Figure 2.1a, below), a series of nodes (which are
actually role-platform pairs) are connected via one or more communications channels
(represented by arcs between the nodes). High level Communication Resource
Allocation (CRA) (see figure 2.1c, below) dictates a series of actions that are taken by the
nodes. Low-level messages (MIERs) must be communicated among the various nodes to
carry out those actions ; these could range anywhere from ship movements to attack
coordinates to situation reports. Since we are concerned only with feasibility, the exact
contents of these messages are not important here. Messages can be characterized by
size, channel requirements, start/due times, and destination.

4
1
5

2

(b)Example of role-platform mapping.
The pilot role maps to node 4, the imaging
role maps to node 5.

Mission Orders

3

6
(a)Example Epoch configuration

00:00 Node 4 send SitRep to node 4
00:10 Node 5 send Image to node 2
….
….
14:30 Node 2 send engagement orders to
Node 6
(c)Example of high level orders

Figure 2.1. Examples of items discussed in text
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Finally, from a networking point of view, all bandwidth specifications are
considered ideal. For example, if a link between 2 nodes is labeled as 10 Mbit/s, that is
the actual maximum value used; no forms of interference or degradation are used in these
algorithms. Also, the current definition of the nodes contain no spatial information;
location, distance between nodes, delay times, etc., are not considered here.

Chapter 3: Feasibility Algorithms
All algorithms consist of three distinct units – the input to the algorithm, the
actual algorithm itself, and the output from that algorithm. This chapter discusses the
development of the first two sections in the work done for this project, and Chapter 3
presents a user interface that abstracts the input and output in a convenient way for the
user of the algorithms.

A) Input – MIER design and generation

Determination of proper input for these algorithms has proved to be a difficult and
drawn out task during the entire research effort (mainly due to the fact that, to date, real,
physical input has yet to be obtained). Initial experience with the VON Feasibility
Algorithm [NANCE01b] has provided insights regarding the minimum set of
requirements needed by a communications message (MIER) to enable transmission in a
P2P network. Message attributes are shown in Table 1; a message id, knowledge of the
platforms involved in the transfer, the channel (if any) designated for that message, the
size of that message, the initiation (start) time for the message, and the time epoch that
the message is considered “due”.

Message ID

From Node

To Node

Channel

Size (kB)

Start

Due

1

2

4

VHF

200

2

2

2

4

3

VHF

300

2

3

Table 3.1. Selection from a sample MIER table describing messages to be sent

In addition to MIER information, global information needs to be known, such as
total bandwidth availability for a channel, and the targeted channel utilization (the
residual, or “slack” bandwid th) once all pre-determined communications are processed.
Finally, information concerning the platforms is also required, which consists of a node
ID, the arrival and departure times of the platforms, and channel capability. MIERs are
ordered by their start time first, and then by their due time. This is to ensure proper
processing of the MIERs in the algorithms.
10
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Refinement of the algorithm into a more dynamic, transshipment based algorithm
requires additional characteristics to determine feasibility. The additional data includes
connectivity tables to platform definitions, and also enforcing the fact that role-platform
pairs represent nodes in the network. The input file formats (including the standard input
file definition) and MIER descriptions are given in Appendix B.
Knowing this information, development and testing of model algorithms has
progressed. However, in situ (whether during training or in a real engagement), a Force
Commander is unable to compose data files (which are only moderately human
comprehensible); instead, the information from those files is extracted from orders (such
as ATOs, or Air Tasking Orders). The complication that arises in this area of the
research is the lack of direct access to high level orders (such as an ATO) to determine if
extraction of MIERs from high level orders is feasible. In the absence of operational
data, the assumption is that MIERs are extractable from some sources, and that extraction
of MIERs from operational data is noted as an area for future work.

B) Algorithm 1 – the “static” model

A goal of this research project is to provide a transition between the VON
network configuration and one that supports a Tactical Communications Networking
(TCN) configuration. The logical first step in this transition is to analyze and implement
a P2P CRA algorithm, making the necessary changes and corrections in the process.
The model [NANCE01b] is termed “static” due to the fact that all input (for all
epochs) is required before the start of algorithm processing, and cannot be changed until
the algorithm has completed its processing. A model of this type may be used in premission resource allocation, where the ease of changing mission parameters is not an
important factor. A skeleton of the algorithm is shown below in Figure 3.1, and the
entire algorithm is shown in Appendix A.
The underlying algorithm for the static model shown below is straightforward.
Given global information such as total and slack bandwidth (for explanations, see
Appendix B), each message to be delivered is examined in succession. Initially,
messages that are due during the current time epoch are considered; first, messages with
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for all epochs
{
for all msgs due this epoch
{
for msgs with channel requirements
attempt to allocate, if node available
for msgs with no channel requirements
attempt to allocate, if node available
}
for all msgs sendable but not due this epoch
{
for msgs with channel requirements
attempt to allocate, if node available
for msgs with no channel requirements
attempt to allocate, if node available
}
}
if (any failure flags == TRUE)
missionFailure
else
missionSuccess

12

//Total Bandwidth
//UHF VHF
SATCOM
50
60
70
//Total SlackBandwidth
//UHF VHF
SATCOM
25
30
30
//Total Number Epochs
Epoch Size
11
1
//MsgID From
To
Channel BW Start
1
1
2
-1
85 1
2
1
3
0
20 1
3
2
1
1
20 2
4
3
1
2
20 2
5
2
3
2
5 3
//NodeID Start End
1
1
10
2
1
10
3
1
10

Chans C1BW C2BW
1 1 1
50
60
0 1 1
0
60
1 1 1
50
60

Figure 3. (Left) Skeleton of algorithm
underlying static model. (Above) Original
sample data file for this algorithm
Figure.3.1. Skeleton of algorithm underlying static model and original data format

strict channel requirements are processed, then ones with no strict channel requirement.
If the bandwidth consumption for the channel to which the message is assigned does not
exceed the slack or total bandwidth limits, the message is allocated; otherwise, the
evaluation is flagged as a failure.
Once messages due in the current epoch are processed, the algorithm checks to
see if messages that are due at a later point but may have been cleared to deliver during or
before this time epoch can be processed. The same total and slack bandwidth checks
above are applied to these message s, and as much of the message is sent as possible, as
long as the message can be delivered by its due time. If all or part of a message cannot
be sent the remaining part of the message is returned to the message queue for a later
attempt. Finally, checks are perfo rmed to detect if any flags are raised during processing;
if so, the evaluation fails, if not, the evaluation is a success.
The algorithm shown above and in Appendix A represents an improvement of the
P2P version referenced in [NANCE01b]. Additions and corrections to the P2P algorithm
for use in the TCN arena include (1) the arrival and departure of nodes during the
evaluation, and (2) the proper role-platform mappings.

Due
1
1
3
3
3
C3BW
70
70
70
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Figure 3.2 below shows the transition of connectivity to the envisioned TCN
network. In the static model applied to VON, nodes are considered to be part of a fully
connected graph (Figure 4a), with no ability to act as a transshipment, or relay, node.
The dynamic model, and eventually the TCN-style network, allows nodes to act as
transshipment nodes if they are not actively transmitting or receiving MIERs during that
time epoch (Figure 4b). Eventually, the TCN model is representing transshipment nodes
with an “IP cloud” (Figure 4c), which is a common abstraction of an IP-based network.

Network

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2. Progression of Network Connectivity towards TCN

C) Algorithm 2 – the “dynamic” model

The static model is sufficient for feasibility assessment with a P2P network
architecture, but the eventual target model includes pure relay, or transshipment nodes.
In order to handle both transshipment capabilities and lay the groundwork for network
optimization, the Netflo program [KENN96] is used as part of the dynamic model
implementation.
The model using Netflo as a component is termed “dynamic” due to the fact that
in situ changes of the input (platforms, arcs) can be performed, allowing a Force
Commander to make real-time changes to the scenario under evaluation. Real-time
events such as node failure (possibly from the destruction of a role or a platform) or loss
of bandwidth (possibly due to atmospheric conditions changing) must be taken into
account in an actual engagement.
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Netflo provides an excellent algorithm that allows for transshipment nodes to be
used in a network feasibility algorithm. The actual Netflo algorithm works in this way:

(1) All sending nodes are considered to be sources of flow, all receiving nodes are
considered to be flow sinks, while all other nodes are considered to be
transshipment nodes;
(2) Arcs are set up (as defined in the input file) between the nodes (see Appendix B
for a description of the Netflo input files);
(3) Initial flows from the source nodes are inserted onto the adjacent arcs;
(4) An optimization algorithm (either “Primal” or “Dual”) is performed on the rest of
the network, resulting in an optimized flow (if successful) from source to sink.

Netflo allows analysis and optimization for a single time epoch. Typical missions
require multiple days, necessitating a division of total duration into several time epochs.
Communication requirements can vary significantly among the epochs. The dynamic
model therefore uses an algorithm that encapsulates Netflo, allowing the Netflo code to be
called once per epoch. For each epoch, the nodes that are sending messages are
considered to be source nodes, while those receiving messages are considered to be sink
nodes comforming with the Netflo implementation. All other nodes present during that
time epoch are considered to be transshipment nodes. The algorithm is pre-populated
with the initial input data for each epoch; however, by taking advantage of Netflo’s
interactivity, real-time changes are possible to the data prior to evaluation of a specific
time epoch. The dynamic model uses the aforementioned standard input file, and
converts the necessary data into Netflo input files as needed. A skeleton of the overall
algorithm is shown in Figure 5 below, and more details can be found in Appendix A and
[KENN96]. The dynamic model provides an adequate stepping stone towards the fully
dynamic IP- like system desired. The inclusion of transshipment nodes allows for over
the horizon communication, enabling the inclusion of satellite communications, as well
as the use of aircraft, as relays in Tactical Communication Networks.
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Convert standard input into initial netflo input file, and treat all
sending/receiving nodes as source/sink nodes, all other nodes as transshipment
nodes
Prepopulate node queues for all epochs, checking for message validity, as in
static algorithm
for all epochs
{
Run netflo optimization of choice
}
if (any failure flags == TRUE)
missionFailure
else
missionSuccess

Figure 3.3. Skeleton of dynamic model algorithm

tb UHF 50
tb VHF 60
tb SATCOM 70
sb UHF 25
sb VHF 30
sb SATCOM 30
ne 11
es 1
//PlatID
Start
End
Chan/BW
Roles
n 1
1
10
1 50 1 60 1 70 |
1
n 2
1
10
0 0
1 60 1 70 | 2 3
n 3
2
10
1 50 1 60 1 70 | 4 5
// MsgID From To ChannelReq
BW
Start Due
m
1
1 2
-1
15
1
1
m
2
1 3
1
20
1
2
m
3
2 1
1
20
2
2

Connection
| 1 1
| 1 1
| 1 1

Figure 3.4. Example input file for dynamic model algorithm (standard format)

The ability to optimize the network flow also establishes the groundwork for the
inclusion of such a system into an overall Decision Support System (DSS); different
configurations can be presented to a Force Commander allowing the consideration of all
possible variations before coming to a final decision on communication planning.
The input and algorithm only present 2/3 of the overall program structure. As
equally important is a well defined and structured user interface that can properly display
the necessary information to the user. Work on such an interface is discussed in the next
chapter.

Chapter 4: Communications Evaluator
Although not an original goal of this effort, the provision of a front-end, or
Graphical User Interface (GUI) results from the algorithms presented here. The
application of a GUI to the system allows for easy interfacing with the algorithms, as well
as the ability to appreciate richer output, such as graphs and graphical representations of
the communicatio ns network under evaluation. While this work is not complete, the
groundwork is established for many different types of output. The finished work and
eventual additions to the GUI are discussed here.

A) Overall program structure

In terms of general structure, a data flow model captures the essence of the
Communications Evaluator. An input source is processed by the algorithm, which
generates one or more sources of output for later analysis. The finer details of the
algorithm show a more complex structure. Figure 7 below shows a process flow diagram
which describes the overall structure of the Communications Evaluator program.
After the user decides which file to input and subsequently, the situation in effect
to that input, the main algorithm takes control. Although the two algorithms included in
the program differ slightly, their general processing steps are very similar. Iteration is
performed over all of the time epochs that the user wishes to evaluate; during each
iteration, each epoch’s messages are checked for validity, as well as boundary conditions
such as slack and total bandwidth. In the case of the dynamic model, flow optimizations
(via Netflo) are performed on messages from the current epoch. This allows for future
decision support by presenting for different flow configurations to be presented to the
user.
Once the algorithms are processed, various outputs are produced. Included are
allocated messages, messages that have exceeded boundary conditions, and high level
network policy (not yet implemented) for that epoch. Iteration continues until all epochs
have been processed. In the static model, all subsequent epochs are evaluated one
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immediately after the other, while in the dynamic model, the user is given the choice of
stepping through each epoch or processing all epochs in succession.

1. Read
Input File

2. Verify
Message
Validity

3. For dynamic
model, apply flow
optimization via
netflo
If not last epoch

Attempt to
assign messages
due this epoch,
with channel
requirement

Attempt to
assign messages
due this epoch,
no channel
requirement

Attempt to
assign messages
due later, with
channel
requirement

Attempt to
assign messages
due later, no
channel
requirement

4. Output
data to user

High level
network policy

Feasibility,
reasons for failure
if infeasible

Figure 4.1. Process Flow Diagram

The design of the user interface is influenced by the process model shown above.
Two goals guide the design :

(1) Facilitate the task of future developers in extend ing or modifying the existing
code. Adaptability and extensibility enable responses in task direction, discovery
and inclusion of other algorithms, and to incorporating user feedback when
making corrections or updates.
(2) Promote usability throughout the interactive process. This goal includes making
the input and output easily understandable, as well as making several different
views of the data possible to the user.

The following sections describe efforts made in meeting those goals.
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B) Dynamic choice of model

In order to allow for maximum flexibility in the programming of the model, all
model classes are written to conform to a specific interface that can be chosen at runtime. This is an example of the Strategy Design Pattern (see figure 8, below). The choice
of algorithm also directly affects the choice displayed on the GUI (see next section).
This ability of “plug and play” models makes it easy for a future developer to extend the
program. One must simply write a new model class (which conforms to the required
interface), write a small amount of GUI code to be able to choose the new model, and
rebuild the program. This clear separation of functionality does not force the developer
to understand the entire program in order to be able to expand the exisiting version.

Evaluator

Model {interface}
algorithm

[Methods here]

+ModelInterface() {abstract}
1

concreteModel
+ModelInterface() {……}

Figure 4.2. Strategy Design Pattern

C) Main user interface

The Graphical User Interface, as well as the underlying model code, is
implemented in Java™ (using the included Swing™ API for graphical components) to
provide as much platform independence as possible. Although both the static and
dynamic model could have been implemented to be run from the command line, a
graphical user interface is what most users are accustomed to in regards to computer
usage. A GUI not only provides a familiar environment for a user, it also enables the
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programmer to display the output from the program in various forms that might be
beneficial to the user, some of which are mentioned below.
The interface as shown in Figure 4.3 below is split into three different areas.
First, the top half displays to the user the input platform and message (MIER)
information. The lower left hand side presents text boxes allowing the user to make
changes to global values. Finally, the lower right hand side distinguishes for the user
messages allocated and unallocated (feasibility violations). Other secondary components
such as menus (top) and a status bar (bottom) are also included as expected components.
Additional GUI support is explained below, and other examples of output are shown in
Appendix C.

Figure 4.3. Main GUI Window for the Communications Evaluator
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D) Printing of vital statistics

In an effort to give the user the most general look at the data possible, a window
showing all pertinent data is included in the program. The data that this window present s
to the user includes details on all platforms and roles (and their mappings ), node
connectivity, and details on messages and message traffic for each epoch that has been
evaluated. This provides the user with a human readable global view (albeit a verbose
one) of all data that has been processed by the system; this view also assists programmers
during development as an aid in testing. This view of the data is complemented by the
Graphical Network Representation discussed below.

Figure 4.4. Details Window

E) Graphical network representation

[CARD99] shows that visual representations of data are sometime easier to
comprehend and recall than a file full of text. The standard view of the Communications
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Evaluator discussed above seems quite suitable for a small number of nodes and/or
messages. However, when the number of items displayed increases beyond a certain
point, visualization of the total unit becomes more difficult. Consequently, understanding
is supported by viewing the data as a graphical representation of the nodes, messages, and
connections among the nodes that change as epochs are evaluated. Figure 4.5 below
shows one possible configuration for such a view. This feature has yet to be fully
implemented, so the final form is left to future developers.

Figure 4.5. Graphical Network Representation Example

F) Load graph for nodes

In order to monitor the health of the nodes, especially those acting as
transshipment, or relay nodes, a strip chart is included in the program. This strip chart in
general reads in a number of points, along with maximum x and y-axis values, and plots
them in a Java Canvas. The desired implementation of this tool allows the user to choose
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a range or set of nodes that can be monitored, and for each successive epoch evaluated,
the current load on that node is updated in the strip chart window. A screenshot of the
example strip chart is shown below.

Figure 4.6. Strip chart Window

The GUI elements shown here are in early stages of development, and their
completion is considered an element of future work. Another source of future output to
the Evaluator is a recommendation of parameters for high level network policy, which is
discussed in the next chapter.

Chapter 5: Generation of High Level Network Policy
The major output requirement for the algorithms in both the Static and Dynamic
models is the reporting of the success or failure of the evaluation to the user, who can
then use the feedback to modify the input and attempt to obtain a feasible CRA (please
see Chapter 3). However, from discussions involving the NAVCIITI research team we
realize that the algorithms presented here could provide a source of input for the related
work.
Figure 5.1 below shows a layered model which describes the steps needed to
determine the requirements for a network. While the Task 3.2 team has focused on the
Requirements and Plan leve ls, the Task 3.1 team is giving attention to the levels below
the gap, namely “Policies”, Policy Service, and QoS(Quality of Service).

Definitions:
Requirements – Items such as platform
capabilities, message requirements, etc.
Plan – Yet undetermined “plan suggestion”
format that will be used to determine network
policy
“Policies” – potential policies chosen from the
policy pool based on the plan chosen
Policy Service – Enforces the policy chosen
Quality of Service Network Layer -

Requirements
Plan
Policy
Pool

?
“Policies”
Policy Service

•

Quality of Service

•
•

Network Layer

The question mark represents “How does the
plan manifest itself to the available policies?”
Task 3.2 team focuses on the top section
Task 3.1 team focuses on the upper three
layers of the bottom section

Figure 5.1. Relationship between Task 3.1 and Task 3.2 Research

A major requirement of the Task 3.1 team is to provide policy-based networks to
respond to dynamically changing environments. In real life situations, where the
environment is in current flux, the network policies must be able to adapt to those
changes in order to maintain requirements such as Quality of Service (QoS) and on-time
23
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delivery. The layering seen in Figure 13 shows that the requirements and plan strongly
influence the policies required; however, the policies available also put a constraint on
what possible plans can be chosen. The question emerging is how exactly the two layers
affect one another. Future work in this area (see Chapter 5) should focus on the
composition and format of the “Plan” section that enables elicitation of the necessary
information needed to determine the network configuration policies required to support
such an exchange of messages.

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work
The goal of this work is two-fold: to prototype and implement a static model for
determining communications resource feasibility as a basis for future development, and
to establish the groundwork necessary to assist with the integration of such models into
larger, overall decision support systems. These goals are met, and additional
contributions such as interface development and network structure requirements are
reported. In this chapter, we present a summary of the work done here, and provide
future directions of work to complete those investigated areas.

A) Conclusions

This research contributes in several ways to the definition goal and ultimate
realization of the concept of Tactical Communications Networking (TCN). Building
upon the efforts present in [NANCE01b] and [MCPH01], partial transition is made from
a P2P-style network to one that is a more general C4 I, TCP/IP-like network. The static
model seen in [NANCE01b] is expanded and implemented in Java, and is used as a basis
for a more dynamic, flexible algorithm which allows real- time changes as well as
network flow optimizations. These characteristics establish the nucleus of a dynamic
model that could be implemented as part of a decision support system.
In addition to these accomplishments, the prototype of a Communications
Evaluator program implementing the algorithms is created, and groundwork for various
data visualizations is established. Informed speculations are offered as to how algorithm
output could provide high level network.
Overall, this work is intended as a stepping stone, aiding the transition from a P2P
style network to one that is more flexible and IP-based. To that end, characteristics for
the underlying structure of a Tactical Communications Network over IP are suggested as
future work in this area, along with further refinement of the current algorithms and
introduction of new algorithms.

B) Input
25
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The open question in the area of program input is from what source can the
MIERs be derived. To properly determine communications resource feasibility, the level
of granularity of a node-to-node “message” must be sufficiently detailed to allow for the
MIER attributes to be extracted, such as message source, destination and channel
requirements. The absence of realistic examples forces the assumption of a
representation at a level of detail to support network communications analysis.
Future work in this area should focus on two sub-areas: source/extraction and
format. First, proper sources must be identified from which MIERs can be extracted.
While these orders may be at an abstraction level higher than a MIER, they must not be
so abstract that MIER attributes are not obtainable. Second, one must address how the
MIERs are extracted from high level orders. A parser with built- in context rich logic can
be used to extract MIERs from high level mission orders (such as an ATO), allowing the
user to supply any attributes that are not extracted implicitly from the mission orders.
Lastly, the final format of the standard input file must be determined. While the present
format suffices for the models presented here, the need for interoperability in future
programs might drive encapsulation of the data in a format such as XML.

C) GUI development

The effectiveness of decision support for end users requires a level of usability
provided by a rich graphical user interface (GUI). A proper user interface abstracts low
level details to a level that is easy to comprehend for the user, while also completely
hiding the details of background operations like algorithm processing. An important goal
kept in mind while developing this interface is that the data presentation should be as
intuitive as possible while making differences between the different algorithm models as
transparent as possible.
Future work in this area consists of completing or improving all areas other than
the main interface window, which is complete. Strong focus should be applied to the
graphical node view, since that is an alternate, but complimentary representation of the
data seen in the main window. Additionally, user testing should be performed in order to
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assess the usefulness of the data presentations presented here, and to obtain feedback on
alternative views of the data.

D) TCN/IP

Aside from actual algorithm development, one of the largest areas for potential
development is that of the actual networking infrastructure to provide the
communications service described in this work. Current Navy direction is progressing
towards an IP- like networking architecture, most likely based on COTS (Commercial Off
The Shelf) technologies [NANCE01a]. Such a direction is needed for two primary
reasons: direct connections between nodes are not always available (i.e. in over the
horizon communication) and small bandwidth availability in P2P configurations makes
the delivery of orders increasingly more difficult.
This change of direction requires the adaptation and integration of many currently
used technologies, most likely configured and used in a way never seen before. As a
starting point, we outline here such a configuration we have named the Tactical
Communications Network over IP, or TCN/IP networking model.
As seen in [VERG00] the use of differentiated services is one technique that can
be used to provide different types (i.e. priorities) of packets to be delivered on an IPbased network; TCP/IP alone does not provide such a service. A variation of this
implementation is required on a TCN style network due to the fact that various message
types exist, including high priority messages, top secret messages, and encrypted
messages.
An additional requirement for such a tactical network is the requirement for close
monitoring of incoming and outgoing traffic. This is for two reasons. First, if the TCN is
an “isolated” subnet of the overall Internet, it is vital to exclude unwanted traffic and
permit only secure traffic within the subnet. This requires the use of boundary routers to
allow only the proper packets access to the subnet. Second, if the TCN is a “secure”
subnet, boundary routers are needed to ensure that secure packets do not leave the subnet.
Both the need for prioritized packets and security necessitate the need for new (or
modified) hardware such as Tactical Resource Managers [VERG00], which also allows
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Quality of Service measures to be enforced on the network traffic. Modification of the IP
packet header to include extra bits to indicate prioritized or secured messages (in addition
to modifying the hardware that processes those packets) may also be required. Therefore,
routers used (regardless of whether Differentiated Services is used) would have to be
reconfigured to handle these custom packets.
This configuration, however, still leave problems unanswered. First, in any IP
style network, there is no hard guarantee when it comes to delivery times, mainly due to
the buffering present in network routers. This best-effort “feature” is actually one of the
reasons why the TCP/IP protocol has worked so well for the Internet; routers continue to
attempt to send packets if they cannot do so initially. In other words, there is a high
probability the packet reaches its destination eventually but no specified time frame is
guaranteed. This is an obvious problem for a Tactical Communication Network, where
the delivery of messages by certain times is critical. Other possible routing algorithms
such as RSVP provide extra features such as timelier packet delivery and QoS, but at too
great a cost; for example, RSVP operates at 40% normal (i.e. TCP/IP) performance
[VARA01].
The implementation of the TCN/IP concept may progress towards the
modification (or narrowing) of current standards in order to satisfy the requirements
enforced by the current military (or other) source. A TCN/IP consists of a number of
nodes that are several orders of magnitude below the current size of the Internet.
Consequently the use of custom routing algorithms (designed for a fewer number of
nodes) to deliver the performance required by the eventual TCN/IP system is a distinct
possibility.
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Appendix A: Algorithms
Static model algorithm
The underlying algorithm for the static model was adapted with permission from
[MCPH01], which is where this work has its foundation. A pseudocode version of that
algorithm follows.
//This is the main processing loop. It is a for loop that runs from 0 to the total number of
//in the mission. There is one main loop with a nested loop.
//The first loop handles all the messages that have a due time that is the current epoch.
//The first while loop handles the messages that have designated channel requirement.
//The second while loop handles the messages that do not have a designated channel.
i=1
for 0 < i total number of mission epochs{
start_time = (i – 1) * epoch_size
due_time = i * epoch_size
//This while loops as long as there are messages in the ChannelRequirements //queue.
The switch uses the idea of coding each channel with a number. Then //once the channel
is known, it can be added to the total bandwidth total for that //channel. If the total is
exceeded then the flag in the Epoch data structure is set to //indicate that the total has
been exceeded and the message is added to a list of //offending messages.
while (!MessageSet[i].ChannelRequirement.Empty())
{
CurrentMessage ß MessageSet[i].ChannelRequirement.Pop()
switch(CurrentMessage.Channel)
case 0: //UHF
Epoch[i].UHF += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].UHF > TotalBandwidth.UHF)
Epoch[i].ExceedTotal = true
OffendingMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else if (SlackBandwidth.UHF Epoch[i].UHF TotalBandwidth.UHF)
Epoch[i].ExceedSlack = true
OffendingSlackMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
break
case 1: //VHF
Epoch[i].VHF += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].VHF > TotalBandwidth.VHF)
Epoch[i].ExceedTotal = true
OffendingMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else if (SlackBandwidth.VHF Epoch[i].VHF TotalBandwidth.VHF)
Epoch[i].ExceedSlack = true
OffendingSlackMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
break
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case 2: //SATCOM
Epoch[i].SATCOM += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].SATCOM > TotalBandwidth.SATCOM)
Epoch[i].ExceedTotal = true
OffendingMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else if (SlackBandwidth.SATCOM Epoch[i].SATCOM
TotalBandwidth.SATCOM)
Epoch[i].ExceedSlack = true
OffendingSlackMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
break
} //end while loop
//This while loops as long as the are messages in the NoChannelRequirement
//queue. Since none of these messages have a designated channel requirements
//one must be determined. It tries to find out which channel has the most residual
//bandwidth. First it checks the UHF versus the VHF. If the VHF has more
//residual bandwidth, then it is checked against SATCOM. If at the first check,
//VHF has more residual bandwidth, then it is checked against SATCOM. The
//bottom line is the channel with the largest residual bandwidth is chosen.
while (!MessageSet[i].NoChannelRequirement.Empty())
{
CurrentMessage ß MessageSet[i].NoChannelRequirement.Pop()
if(Epoch[i].UHF Epoch[i].VHF)
{
if(Epoch[i].UHF Epoch[i].SATCOM){
Epoch[i].UHF += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].UHF > TotalBandwidth)
Epoch[i].ExceedTotal = true
OffendingMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else if (SlackBandwidth.UHF Epoch[i]
TotalBandwidth.UHF)
Epoch[i].ExceedSlack = true
OffendingSlackMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
}else{
Epoch[i].SATCOM += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].SATCOM > TotalBandwidth)
Epoch[i].ExceedTotal = true
OffendingMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else if (SlackBandwidth.SATCOM Epoch[i]
TotalBandwidth.SATCOM)
Epoch[i].ExceedSlack = true
OffendingSlackMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
}
}
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else if(Epoch[i].VHF Epoch[i].SATCOM)
{
Epoch[i].VHF += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].VHF > TotalBandwidth)
Epoch[i].ExceedTotal = true
OffendingMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else if (SlackBandwidth.VHF Epoch[i]
TotalBandwidth.VHF)
Epoch[i].ExceedSlack = true
OffendingSlackMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
}else
{
Epoch[i].SATCOM += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].SATCOM > TotalBandwidth)
Epoch[i].ExceedTotal = true
OffendingMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else if (SlackBandwidth.SATCOM Epoch[i]
TotalBandwidth.SATCOM)
Epoch[i].ExceedSlack = true
OffendingSlackMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
}
} //end while NoChannelRequirement Q empty
//This is the inner for loop that checks for messages to be sent after the current
//due time, but that start at least in this epoch.
//This inner loop functions as the outer loop. It has two while loops, the first that
//looks for messages that have a designated channel and the second that looks for
//messages that do not have a designated channel.
j=i+1
for i < j < total number of mission epochs
{
start_time = (i – 1) * epoch_size
due_time = j * epoch_size
//This is the first of the while loops. It checks for messages that have
//channel requirements. The major difference between this loop and the
//while loops above is that if the message goes over the slack bandwidth,
//then the message is not sent and it is returned to the queue of messages to
//be sent
while (!MessageSet[j].ChannelRequirement.Empty())
{
CurrentMessage ß MessageSet[j].ChannelRequirement.Pop()
if(CurrentMessage.StartTime start_time)
{
switch(CurrentMessage.Channel)
case 0: //UHF
Epoch[i].UHF += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
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if (Epoch[i].UHF SlackBandwidth.UHF)
overflow = SlackBandwidth.UHF - Epoch[i].UHF + 1;
Epoch[i].UHF -= overflow;
CurrentMessage.Bandwidth = overflow;
Unsent.push(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
case 1: //VHF
Epoch[i].VHF += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].VHF SlackBandwidth.VHF)
overflow = SlackBandwidth.VHF - Epoch[i].VHF + 1;
Epoch[i].VHF -= overflow;
CurrentMessage.Bandwidth = overflow;
Unsent.push(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
case 2: //SATCOM
Epoch[i].SATCOM += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].SATCOM SlackBandwidth.SATCOM)
overflow = SlackBandwidth.SATCOM Epoch[i].SATCOM+ 1;
Epoch[i].sATCOM -= overflow;
CurrentMessage.Bandwidth = overflow;
Unsent.push(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
}
else
Unsent.push(CurrentMessage)
} //end while ChannelRequirement not empty
MessageSet[j].ChannelRequirement ßUnsent
//This is the second of the while loops. It looks for the messages that do
//not have a designated channel requirement
while (!MessageSet[j].NoChannelRequirement.Empty())
{
CurrentMessage ß MessageSet[j].NoChannelRequirement.Pop()
if((CurrentMessage.StartTime start_time)
{
if(Epoch[i].UHF Epoch[i].VHF)
if(Epoch[i].UHF Epoch[i].SATCOM)
{
Epoch[i].UHF += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].UHF SlackBandwidth.UHF)
overflow = SlackBandwidth.UHF Epoch[i].UHF + 1;
Epoch[i].UHF -= overflow;
CurrentMessage.Bandwidth = overflow;
Unsent.push(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
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}else
{
Epoch[i].SATCOM +=
CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].SATCOM
SlackBandwidth.SATCOM)
overflow = SlackBandwidth.SATCOM Epoch[i].SATCOM + 1;
Epoch[i].SATCOM -= overflow;
CurrentMessage.Bandwidth = overflow;
Unsent.push(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
}
else if(Epoch[i].VHF Epoch[i].SATCOM)
{
Epoch[i].VHF += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].VHF
SlackBandwidth.VHF)
overflow = SlackBandwidth.VHF Epoch[i].VHF + 1;
Epoch[i].VHF -= overflow;
CurrentMessage.Bandwidth = overflow;
Unsent.push(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
}else
{
Epoch[i].SATCOM += CurrentMessage.Bandwidth
if (Epoch[i].SATCOM SlackBandwidth.SATCOM)
overflow = SlackBandwidth.SATCOM Epoch[i].SATCOM + 1;
Epoch[i].SATCOM -= overflow;
CurrentMessage.Bandwidth = overflow;
Unsent.push(CurrentMessage)
else
SentMessage.insert(CurrentMessage)
}
}
else
Unsent.push(CurrentMessage)
} //end NoChannelRequirement Q empty loop
MessageSet[j].NoChannelRequirement ß Unsent
j++
} //end loop checking for future messages that can be sent now
i++
} //end for all epochs loop
//This is the part of the code that actually checks to see if any of the flags have been //tripped. If
they have tripped, then the solution is infeasible, otherwise, the solution is //feasible. It uses one
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for loop to check each epoch for the mission. If any of them //exceed the total bandwidth allowed
it prints a message and the list of offending //messages.
i=1
for 0 < i < Total number of mission epochs
{
if Epoch[i].ExceedTotal = true
print “At “ i*epoch_size “, the following messages caused the total bandwidth to
exceed the total amount.”
print OffendingMessages
print OffendingSlackMessages
SuccessfulMission ßfalse
else if Epoch[i].ExceedSlack = true
print “At “ i*epoch_size “, the following messages caused the slack bandwidth to
exceed the total amount.”
print OffedingSlackMessages
SuccessfulMission ßfalse
}
if SuccessfulMission = true
print “The mission as planned is successful”

Data Structures Used
MessageSet Array
Indexed by the due time for each messages in terms of epoch number.
Contains two queues: one for Messages with Channel requirements, one for
Messages without Channel Requirements.
Epoch Array
Indexed by the epoch numbers.
Contains running totals for the amount of bandwidth used in each of the three areas:
UHF, VHF and SATCOM.
Also contains flags to indicate if the slack bandwidth or total allowable bandwidth has
been overrun.
TotalBandwidth
Contains fields referring to the total amount of bandwidth for each epoch in each of the
following areas: UHF, VHF and SATCOM.
SlackBandwidth
Contains fields referring to the amount of bandwidth the mission planner has chosen to
leave as slack. As above, there is a field for: UHF, VHF and SATCOM.
OffendingMessage Linked List
This is a linked list that will contain the messages that have overrun the total bandwidth
requirement.
OffendingSlackMessage Linked List
This is a linked list that will contain the message that have overrun the slack bandwidth
requirement.
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SentMessages Linked List
This is a linked list that will contain all the sent messages.
Unsent queue
This queue will temporarily hold the message that do not get sent when trying to see if
any messages can be sent earlier then they require.

Dynamic model algorithm

The static model is not flexible enough to support the transition to an IP- like
network configuration without features such as real- time updating of values and routerlike behavior for the nodes. To this end, the algorithm underlying the dynamic model is a
mixture of the algorithm for the static model and the Netflo optimization routine
[KENN96]. The same constraint checks seen in the static model algorithm must also be
verified here; the only real difference is that now the algorithm considers feasibility
during each epoch, as well as an optimal network flow. Therefore the only addition
needed to obtain the dynamic model algorithm from the static model algorithm is a call to
Netflo after all messages have been verified for that epoch. This implies the need for
Netflo style input files for each epoch that is to be evaluated. A condensed form (since
most of it is repeated from the static model algorithm) of the dynamic model algorithm is
shown below.
Convert standard input into initial netflo input file, and treat all sending/receiving nodes as source/sink
nodes, all other nodes as transshipment nodes
Ensure message validity
Assure nodes exist during start and due times of message
Assure nodes have channel available
Assure appropriate bandwidth is available
If sending early, send what is possible this epoch, and defer the rest to later epochs
before the due time
for all epochs
{
Run netflo optimization of choice
}
if (any failure flags == TRUE)
missionFailure
else
missionSuccess
Figure A.1. Dynamic Model Algorithm

Appendix B: Input File Format
The definition of what is required to perform an evaluation has changed since the
initial identifications in [MCPH01]. The following is an example input file, followed by
descriptions of the different fields.

ne 11
es 1
tb UHF 50
tb VHF 60
tb SATCOM 70
sb UHF 25
sb VHF 30
sb SATCOM 30

//PlatID
n
1
n
2
n
3

Start Time
1
1
2

//MsgID RoleFrom
m
1
1
m
2
1
m
3
2
m
4
3
m
5
3

RoleTo
2
3
1
1
5

End Time
10
10
10

Channels/BW
Roles LOS
1 50 1 60 1 70 |
1 | 1 1
0 0
1 60 1 70 | 2 3 | 1 1
1 50 1 60 1 70 | 4 5 | 1 1

ChannelReq
-1
1
1
2
2

Size
15
20
20
20
5

Starttime
1
1
2
2
3

DueTime
1
2
2
3
3

Figure B.1. Sample Input File, Standard Format

Field descriptions:
• tb Channel Size = Total Bandwidth for a given channel
• sb Channel Size = Slack Bandwidth (i.e. bandwidth that must be left over after all
allocations) for a given channel
• ne numEpochs = number of epochs being evaluated
• es epochSize = size of Epoch (for example, 1 hour)
• n platID start end channels/bw roles LOS
o platID = ID number of platform
o start = Start time for this platform
o end = End time for this platform
o Channels/BW – available channels and their associated bandwidth (in
Mbit/sec) for this platform
o Roles = roles that exist on this platform
o LOS = line of sight with other platform
38
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m RoleFrom RoleTo ChannelReq Size Starttime DueTime
o RoleFrom = role this message originates from
o RoleTo = role this message is being sent to
o ChannelReq = channel required by this message, -1 if none
o Size = size of this message, in Megabytes
o Starttime = the earliest epoch in which this message may be sent. May not
equal DueTime.
o DueTime = the absolute latest this message may be received by the role
designated by RoleTo. May not equal Starttime.

Appendix C: Algorithm Output
Algorithm output is presented to users through the main GUI window in two
categories: messages that were successfully allocated, and those that were not. The
following pictures show examples of algorithm output under different conditions.
Figure 16 below shows the Sent Messages and Failed Messages section of the
main GUI, under conditions in which all messages are successfully sent (this means the
messages are successfully allocated to the network).

Figure C.1. All messages successfully sent

Figure 17 below shows the same GUI sections under conditions in which
messages are not sent due to the fact that sending that message would exceed the slack
bandwidth of the channel to which the message is applied.
Figure 18 below shows the same GUI sections under conditions in which
messages are not sent due to the fact that sending that message would exceed the total
bandwidth of the channel to which the message is applied.
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Figure C.2. Several messages exceed slack bandwidth limits

Figure C.3. One message exceeds total bandwidth limits
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Figure 19 below shows the same GUI sections under conditions in which a
message is not sent due to the fact that it is improperly listed in the input file.

Figure C.4. Example of malformed message input
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